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Let d,(.v)=d(u,..... all: .\-) be the error term in the asymptotic formula for the 
summatory function of the general divisor function d(u,...., ui; n), which is 
generated by <(u,s).~.<(u,.s) (I <cr, < ... <ok are fixed integers). Precise omega 
results for the mean square integral j: d:(z) d.v are given, with applications to some 
specific divisor problems. 1 19x7 Acsdcmic Prc,,. Inc 
1. INTRCIDUCTWN AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Let c/(0,, LI? .. . . . a /,; n) be the number of representations of an integer 
71 3 1 in the form I1 = t71;“tq m;‘“, where for k 3 2 fixed 
1 < u, < a7 < d uA are given integers, and the PI’S are positive integers. 
By the general divisor problem we shall mean estimations involving the 
quantity 
= 1 d(u,, LI?,..., u,; rz) - i 
)I c I 
,‘, ( fi ;iu”/u,,j.~l “1 (1.1) 
,=1.,-z, 
if the u,‘s are distinct. If this is not so, then the appropriate limit is to be 
taken in the above sum. For instance if a,,? = u,>,+ , = == u,,,+~-, 
(1 <m<nr+q-1 <k), then in the last sum above 
y ' ( fi ;(u,iu,)j x' I') 
, = ,,I r=l.r#, 
is to be replaced by .Y ‘!“nlPmJlog AT), where P,J t) is a suitable polynomial 
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in t of degree q - 1. In the special case when a, = a2 = 1, k = 2, 
41, l;n)=4n)=C,,,, 1, 
d(l,l;x)=d(s)= 1 d(n)-x(logx+2y-l), 
II c li 
we have the classical Dirichlet divisor problem (y is Euler’s constant). 
Analogously by the general Dirichlet divisor problem we mean the case 
when a, = a, = ... = ak = 1. Setting in this problem d( 1, l,..., 1; n) = d,(n) it 
is seen that 
f dk(n)n ‘=iA(s) (Res>l), 
,I= 1 
while analogously in the general case we have 
-XZ 
C 4a,, a2 ,..., a,; n) KS = S(a,s)i(a2s)...i(aks) (Re s> l/a,). (1.2) 
I,= I 
Thus the problems involving d(a,, al,..., a,; x) may be investigated by 
various techniques from the theory of the Riemann zeta-function. If one has 
d(a,, az ,..., a,; x) = o(.Y”“~) (x+ c;o), 
then d(a,, a, ,..., a,; s) may be appropriately called the error term in the 
asymptotic formula for the summatory function of d(a, , al,..., a,; n). 
An extensive literature exists about many special cases of the general 
divisor problem (e.g., see [9, Chap. 131 for a detailed discussion of 
the Dirichlet divisor problem and [ 141 for the estimation of 
d(k, k + l,..., k + m; x)), and it seems desirable to provide a unified account 
of these problems. Two quantities elk and flk, which generalize the familiar 
constants from the general Dirichlet divisor problem, may be respectively 
defined as 
uA.=a(a,,a, ,..., a,)=inf(a>O:d(a,,a? ,..., a,;x)<v”) 
and 
(1.3) 
Bk = /3(a,. aI,..., a,)=inf /1~0:~,Xn2(a,,a,,...,a,;l)ds~X1+~~~. 
1 
(1.4) 
Obviously bk <elk, and the estimation of CL/, is, in general, more difficult 
than the estimation of pk. From the classical results of Landau [ 10) it 
follows that 
k-l k-l 
2(a, + a7 + ... + ak) ‘ak’(k+ l)a, 
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if the a;‘s are distinct, and in many particular cases sharper upper bounds 
are obtainable by various complex integration techniques and the use of 
exponential sums (see [ 13 and 71 for the estimation of d(a, , u2, uJ ; x)). All 
the existing upper bounds for ak are not as sharp as one would want them 
to be, and besides in the general case these bounds would be rather com- 
plicated functions of a,, a, ,..., uk. Thus in this work we shall leave aside the 
estimation of elk, and concentrate instead on providing good bounds for 
the numbers /Ik in the general divisor problem. The three theorems which 
follow furnish fairly precise estimation not only of /Ik, but of 
{f d’(u,, a?,..., ak; x) d.u as well, which seems to be new not only in the 
general case. To avoid unnecessary technical complications we have not 
tried to obtain the results in the most general possible form. Indeed, one of 
the main ingredients in the proofs will be the fact that i(s) possesses the 
functional equation i(s) = x(s) c( 1 -s), which enables one to consider the 
general divisor problem if c(s) in (1.2) is replaced by a suitable Dirichlet 
series satisfying an analogous type of functional equation (see, for instance, 
[ 171 for general results in this direction). Some applications of our results, 
generalizations, and remarks are at the end of the paper. 
THEOREM 1. Let Y be the lurgest integer which suti$ies 
(r-2)u,<u, +a,+ “’ +u, , 
.fbr 2 6 r d k and let 
r- 1 
g, = g(a, 3 u2,..., Uh) = 
2(u, +a,+ ... +a,)’ 
(1.5) 
If‘ /IA is defined h, (1.4) then a/, 3 g,. Further, if 
then flk = g,. 
Thus assuming (1.6) we obtain a precise evaluation of Pk. It should be 
remarked that so far the bound (1.6) is known to hold unconditionally 
only for k = 2 and k = 3. It is also well known (see [9, Chap. 1 ] ) that the 
truth of (1.6) for every k>,2 is equivalent to the famous Lindelof 
hypothesis that [(f + it) < t” for every E > 0. On the other hand, even on the 
Riemann hypothesis (which implies the Lindeloff hypothesis), it does not 
seem yet possible to determine precisely (Ye in the general case. It is also 
possible to state an unconditional sufficient condition (see (2.15)) which 
will ensure that ljk = g,, and one may reasonably conjecture that Pk = g, 
(see (5.7) for an even stronger conjecture) always holds. 
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The inequality flk > g, of Theorem 1 provides a weak omega result for 
d(a,, a2 ,..., a,; x), namely it implies that 
Ata,, a2,..., a, ; x) = !2(x”k “) (1.7) 
for every 6 >O. Here as usual J’(x)= sZ( g(x)) means the negation of 
f(x) = o( g(x)) as x + co. We shall sharpen the omega result in (1.7) by first 
proving 
THEOREM 2. Let Ak(s)= nf=, <(a,.~), HIhere 1 <a, da, 6 ... du, ure 
,fi.xed integers. Jf.for some y > 0 and A 3 0 
s “~A,(y+it)l’dt$T’log.‘T, (1.8) T  
then 
.r , .t A’(a, , u2 ,..., LIA ; x) C1.Y = !2( x’ + ?;. log” X). (1.9) 
Theorems 2 is formulated in such a way that the dependence between 
mean square estimates for I!~(.F) and d(a,, u?,..., u,; .u) is stressed. From 
the proof of Theorem 1 then one may take 7 = g,, where g, is defined by 
(1.5). This allows us to obtain then an explicit omega result for the integral 
on the left-hand side of ( 1.9). The result is 
THEOREM 3. With g, d@zed ha! ( 1.5) ti’e haue 
I, 
.t 
d2(u, ) LIZ ,..., (11 ; x) d.Y = .Q(X’ + %A log -I X), (1.10) 
where the constant A = A(u,. a,,..., uk) mq)’ he eoaluated as follows: Suppose 
that a, = CI,-~ , = ‘. = a,. (, + , and u,.~ y < (I, ,,+ , ,ftir some q sutisf}Gng 
1 < q < r - 1. Ij N, g, < t then A = 0, bcshile if‘ u, g, = $. theta we may take 
A = q’. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Henceforth we shall use the abbreviations 
Ak(s) = fi i(u,sL fk(n) = d(a,, aI,..., a,; n), dk(.Y) = d(u,, a2 ,..., a,; x). 
,= 1 
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We start from the standard Perron inversion formula 
(2.1) 
where s is half a large odd integer, which is clearly not an essential restric- 
tion. Moving the line of integration in (2.1) to Re s = c < l/a,, where c > 0 
is sufficiently close to l/a,, we obtain by (1.1) and the residue theorem 
Ak(x)= (2ni)-- j”+‘x A,(s)x”s ’ ds, 
(’ ~~ Ix 
(2.2) 
since Ak($) has poles at s = l/a, ,..., l/a,. Thus Ak(.y) is the Mellin transform 
of dk( I/-Y)), and by Parseval’s identity for Mellin transform we obtain from 
(2.2) 
= j-l A;(x) .Y-“‘--l dx. (2.3) 
0 
In (2.3) c>(T~, where ok=o(a,, a, ,..., a,) is the infimum of u > 0 for which 
i ” IA,(a+it)(cr+if) ‘l’dt+l -7 
This analysis is analogous to the one made in the classical case of the 
general Dirichlet divisor problem by Titchmarsh [ 19, Chap. 121. If we can 
prove that for some 11’ > 0 
s 2T lim IA,(y + it)(y + it)-‘12 dt = co, T-x T  (2.4) 
then /I/, 3 y. For if one had fik < y, then for E = (y - /I,)/2 it would follow 
from (2.3) that 
s 
2T 
IA,(~+ir)(l’+it)~‘I’dt 
T  
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Letting T-+ CC we obtain a contradiction from (2.4), so that fil; > 7 must 
hold. We shall show that 
s 
2rIn,(gk+ir)(g,+it) ‘12df$l, (2.5) T 
hence by properties of i(s) it follows that (2.4) holds with y = g, - 4 for 
any q > 0, consequently flk 3 g, follows. To obtain (2.5) suppose k 3 2 and 
let r be the largest integer satisfying 2 6 r <k and (r -2) a,< 
a,+ ... +a,-~ ,. Then a,g,dalg,< ... <a,g,<+ and a,g,> ... 3 
a r+l g, > $, since by the definition of r and (1 S) we have 
r-l 
Now that T6 t 6 2T, s = 0 + it we have by the functional equation (see [9 
and 191 for the properties of the Rimann zeta-function) 
~((.s)l = Ix(s) <( 1 -s)l x T’ ’ “I;( 1 -.s)l, (2.6) 
where ,f‘x g means that both ,f‘~ g and g Q ,I’ hold. Thus for .F = g, + it it 
follows that 
lA,( g, + it)1 = fi [(a,s) fi [(a,s) 
,=I ,=-,‘+ I 
+ fj (7-l 2-c’~ei) fi, i( 1 -a,s) i i(a,s) 
,=I ,=I ,=r+ I 
But we have 
i-i : a,gx=-, 
/=I 
hence 
Now let 
U,(s)= n i(l-2a,g,+a,s) n i(a,s). 
,=I 1=r+l 
(2.8) 
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Then for s=a+ir, 020, and T<t<2T we have U,(s)+1 for Res>2 
and U,(S) 6 TC for some C = C(a,, uz ,..., uk) > 0. Thus 
/=r+ I 
=j2T~U,(gk+it)~‘dt9T 
T  
by a general theorem due to Ramachandra (see [ 1 and 91, Theorem 9.61) 
and (2.5) follows from (2.7). 
This proves the first part of Theorem 1. For the second part note that 
(2.3 ) yields 
Gl (c>cJ/,). 
However, if we can show that 
s ZT  7, IA,(g,+it)l”dt4T’+‘, 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
then obviously crk < g,, and (2.9) implies 
for every F > 0. Replacing X by X2-j and summing overj= 1, 2,... it follows 
that 
s 
I 
d;(x) dx < X1 +2yk+E. 
I 
Hence j?/, 6 g,, but as we have shown that Pk 3 g, it follows that PA = g, as 
asserted. 
Thus it remains to show that (2.10) holds if (1.6) is true. To do this we 
shall need a convexity result for i(s). which we derive at once. Let 9 
denote the rectangle with vertices o1 - CT + it f i log2 t, 1 - 0 + it f i log’ t, 
0 < g, < (T < 1 fixed, and t 3 t,. If Y > 0 is a parameter, then by the residue 
theorem 
i(o+it)=(2ni)m’l [(a-it+~) r”T(w)du 
9 
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for any fixed C > 0. Here we used the trivial bound [( 1 + if) 4 log t and 
Stirling’s formula for the gamma-function. If Y is chosen in such a way that 
the last two terms above are equalized, then we obtain the necessary 
convexity result in the form 
i(a+it)<tpC’+ max l~(a,+it+io)l”~“)~“~“~‘logt. 
/VI c log’ I 
(2.11) 
Proceeding analogously as in (2.7) it is seen that (2.10) holds if we can 
show 
I=[” j fi ((1 --a,&?,+ iait) fI [(aig, + ia,t) * dt G T’+“. (2.12) 
T  j= 1 j=r+l 
The integral I will be majorized by discrete sums, by picking the maximal 
value of the integrand in consecutive unit intervals belonging to [T, 2T]. 
Then to each factor (2.11) is applied, and if in (2.11) C > 0 is chosen 
sufficiently large we obtain I< S log’kT, where abbreviating R = a, + 
a2 + . . + a, we set 
s=c i] 11(1/2+it,,,,)I2u/“~‘)‘R 
,1 i /=I 
x fj I[( l/2 + if,,n)IZ(ZR oJ(r 1 )1/R . (2.13) 
,=r+ I 
The points I,,, are for each j =: T in number, and they satisfy 
I f,.,z - tj,n + I I % 1 if we consider separately the points with even and odd 
indices. To transform the discrete sums appearing in (2.13) back into 
integrals we use the bound (Lemma 7.1 of [9]) 
I[( l/2 + it)]” G log T 1 + ,r’““’ 11(1/2+ir+iu)lke~‘“‘dv (txT,kEN), 
logs I > 
(214) 
and Holder’s inequality in the form 
provided that all numbers above are positive and p, + p2 + ‘.. + pk = 1. 
We obtain with p1 =a,(r- l)/R(k- l),..., pr=ar(r- l)/R(k- l), p,+, = 
(2R-a,+, (Y- l))/R(k- l),..., pkel = (2R-a,-,(r-l))/R(k- 1), pk = 
l-p,- ... -pk-, that 
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(ZR-u,Cr-I))/R(k-1, 
on using (2.14) and (1.6) provided that 
2(2R - ak(r- l))/Rp, d 2k - 2, 
which reduces to 
’ aj(r-1) c +i (2R-a,(r- 1)) 
,=, R(k-1) ,=r+, R(k- 1) 
< 1. 
The above inequality is equivalent to 
which is obvious, since by the choice of Y we have 
ak3ak&, > “’ >a,.+, > 
a, +a?+ ... +a, 
r-l 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. It may be remarked, though, that 
the simple condition (1.6) is not the only one which will ensure that 
bk = g,, where gk is given by (1.5). Namely, if we define m(a) (see [9, 
Chap. 8) for a fixed cr which satisfies 4 < CJ < 1 as the supremum of all num- 
bers m ( >4) such that for every E > 0 
then without difftculty we can give another condition for flk = gk to hold in 
terms of the function m(a). Applying Holder’s inequality for integrals 
directly to Z in (2.12) we see that I< T’ +’ if 
,$ m(l~a.gk)+,c$+,&4~’ I I 
(2.15) 
which means that pk = g, if (2.15) holds. Good lower bounds for m(c) are 
furnished by Theorem 8.4 of [9] for the whole range 4 < (T < 1. Moreover, 
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these bounds are unconditional, so that in each particular divisor problem 
it is fairly easy to verify whether fi/, = g, may be obtained via (2.15), while 
it has been already mentioned that (1.6) is known to hold only for k < 3 so 
far. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
The proof of the inequality ljk > g, in Section 2 depended on the identity 
(2.3). This identity is too “global” in nature to enable one to make subtler 
inferences such that ( 1.8) implies ( 1.9) since one can hardly avoid con- 
vergence questions in (2.3). Therefore for the proof of Theorem 2 we shall 
employ a subtler technique, based on an averaged integral involving dk(.x), 
which is of a more “local” nature. A good technique of this type has been 
recently introduced by Balasubramanian and Ramachandra [2] in a very 
general context. Instead of trying to adopt their method to our situation, 
we shall employ a self-contained approach. Our method is simpler than the 
method of [2], and besides we are able to derive omega results not only 
for d,(?r) (in our notation), but for jr d:(s) dx as well. 
We start from the Mellin integral (see p. 122 of [9]) 
U “‘r( 1 + u4 ~ ’ ) u’ ’ dw, (3.1) 
where h, U > 0. We shall take T’ “<t< T, h=log2 T, s=y+iT, Y= TB, 
where 6 > 0 is a suitable small constant, and B> 1 is a suitable large 
constant. Setting U =n/Y we obtain then from (3.1) by termwise 
integration 
The line of integration in (3.2) is moved to the line u = Re n’= -y/2 and 
the residue theorem is applied. The pole MI = 0 of the integrated gives the 
residue Ax.(.y), while the poles of A,($ + UJ) give a total contribution which 
is << 1 in view of Stirling’s formula for the gamma-function. Since A, is by 
definition a product of zeta-functions we have A,(]‘/2 + it) 4 TD for some 
suitable D > 0. hence 
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if Y = TB and B > 1 is a sufficiently large absolute constant. Therefore we 
obtain 
= 1 .fJn)n ,e-‘f,:y’h+ c ,fr(n)rz- ‘Ed ‘““““+0(l). (3.3) 
,,< 7 I‘<,l<2Y 
for some suitable constants II,,,,, and c,. Here we used ( 1.1 ), assuming that 
some of the 0,‘s may be equal. Integrations by part show that each of the 
integrals in I,,,,, in (3.4) is O( 1 ). The remaining integral containing d,(s) 
equals 
Therefore we obtain from (3.3))(3.5) 
A,(s) 3 ’ =s ’ ,,g .A( I7 ) ‘7 ‘e 01 Y’” + qt I) 
\ 
say. where 
+o(Jd,(T)J T-‘r ‘,+X+X (3.6) 
1 2 
and s = I’+ it. Note that Cz is similar in nature to XI but of a lower order 
of magnitude than C,, and thus it will be sufficient to estimate in detail the 
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expression which contains only XI. Squaring (3.6) and integrating over t 
for T’ ii d t d T we obtain 
(3.7) 
Observe that ,fA(n)4n’, for any t:>O (e.g., this follows by induction on k), 
so that an application of the mean value theorem for Dirichlet polynomials 
(see Theorem 5.2 of [9]) gives 
for d < $7 - c) and any 0 < I: < 1’. Further note that, for T 6 H < T, 
H ’ J”d,(T+~)du-A,(T)=H l/“(A,(T+u)-A,(t))du 
0 0 
using (I. I ) and fi(n) = d(a, ,..., ux; n) <n’. Then by the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality 
A;(T)@H ’ A;(T+u)du+H’T’ 
QH~ ijT-tHA:(l)r 2” y’hd.x+H2T’, 
T 
hence 
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if ff= T’ +<j. E>O is sufficiently small and 6<f(l + 2~-5s). Thus our 
choice for S will be 6 = min($(y - E), f( 1 + 2~ - 5~)). The reason for deriving 
(3.9) is that, again using the mean value theorem for Dirichlet polynomials, 
we have 
if T and Y are integers. If this is not so, then by the same argument which 
gives (3.9), the last inequality sign is to be replaced by <, and a bound 
analogous to (3.10) holds if 2, is replaced by x2. If c(T) = 
((5 log T)/(2 log 2) then using ( 1.8) we obtain 
+ C log” T 9 log” + ’ T. (3.1 1 ) 
,=I 
Hence from (3.7))( 3.10) we infer, assuming that ( 1.9) is false, 
2 )’ 
= o( log,4 T) + o .Y ’ log,’ .Y e zt Y/Y)” & = o(log,.’ + 1 T) 
T  > 
as T + rsj. This is the contradiction which proves Theorem 2. 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
It is now a fairly simple matter to deduce Theorem 3 from Theorem 2 
and the method used in Section 1 for the estimation of the mean square of 
U,(s), defined by (2.8). Namely, we can take ;‘= gk in Theorem 2, which 
will follow if we can show that 
where g, is given by (1.5) and A 2 0 is as in the formulation of Theorem 3. 
In the course of the proof of Theorem 1 we used a simple, general lower 
bound result of Ramachandra to deduce that the integral in (4.1) is + T. 
Now we shall employ a more sophisticated estimate, due again to 
Ramachandra [ 161, to deduce that (4.1 ) holds. Formulated for our 
purpose his result states that 
T ’ 
I 
27 IF(l/2+it)J’dr 
7 
(4.2) 
where F(s) = 1 + C,I-= z C(H) H ’ (s = 0 + it) converges for 0 3 co. J(X) is 
regular for (T 3 4, Td t 62T. and both F(s)@exp(T”) and C(IZ)<II” hold 
for some D > 0. Thus to prove (4.1) using (4.2) we set, in accordance with 
(2.8 1, 
F(s)= i ~(,z)z?-‘=Ul,(.s+gx-t) 
I,= I 
= <"( 1 - 2u, g, + u,(s + g:h - 4,) 
I 'l 
x n i( I - 20, g, + a,(s + g:x - 4,) 
,= I 
h 
x n i(a,(s+ gr-4)). (4.3 1 
,=I+ 1 
In (4.3) Res>$+g,, a,=~,+,= .-. =cI,~‘,+ ,, cz, mY<a,m,+, for some q 
satisfying 1 < q < r - 1. If a, g, < t, then A = 0 may be taken as in the proof 
of Theorem 1. Thus in (4.3) only the case a, g, = 4 ought to be considered, 
when we have 
t?(l - kg, + a,(s + Qk - 4)) = rqa,(s + g, - f),. 
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Thus expanding each zeta-function in (4.3) into a series and equating 
coefficients of n ’ we obtain c( 1) = 1, and for n 3 2 
where h(n) is a nonnegative function satisfying h( 1) = 1, and d,(n) is the 
ordinary divisor function generated by i”(s) for Re s > 1. Therefore 
c(n”r) > (qn) ,fl’lI/2 Ri), 
c2(rP) I? (‘r 3 d;(n) I? 2u,.sI. = d@ ) n 1, 
since a,g, = i. Clearly F(S) is regular for a> f, T< t < 2T, and both 
F(S) < exp( T”) and c(n) 4 II” hold for some sufficiently large D > 0. Finally 
it is well known (see p. 244 of [9]) that 
1 dS(n)=(D,+0(1))XlogY?~lX (D,>O,x-,KI), 
)I < 1 
hence by partial summation one obtains 
c dS(n)n~‘=(E,+o(l))logY’.u (E,>O,s+m). 
,i < 1 
Thus if F(s) is given by (4.3) then the left-hand side of (4.2) is 
B c c’(n)n-‘3 c d:(n) rz ~ ’ 9 logy’ T. 
,, C T’ ? ,I s 7-l f%l 
Hence one may take A = q2, as asserted by Theorem 3. 
5. APPLICATIONS AND REMARKS 
We shall now briefly give some applications of our results and make 
several remarks. Consider first the general Dirichlet divisor problem, when 
CI, = az = = a, = 1. Then g, = (k - 1 )/( 2k), and our theorems give 
x 
Jp-lI,%+r:$, d;(x) dx = Q(Yzk “‘k), (5.1) 
the upper bound being valid if (1.6) holds or if m((k + 1)/2k) 3 2k. The lat- 
ter result is not new (see [19, Chap. 12; or 9, Chap. 13]), while the omega 
result appears to be new for k 3 4. For k = 2, 3 even an asymptotic formula 
for the integral in (5.1) is known, while the upper bound in (5.1) holds 
unconditionally also for k =4, since ~(2) > 8 is known to hold. For 
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individual d,(s) various omega results are known, and at present the shar- 
pest ones seem to be those due to Corradi and Katai [3] and Hafner 
c4, 51. 
Since (1.6) is known to hold unconditionally for k = 2, 3, we obtain the 
following precise, unconditional results: Let 1 da d h 6 c be given integers. 
Then 
s, .t ,yl+ I lofhl log” ‘yg A2(u, b: s) rls =Q(X’ + ’ I<‘+ /‘I), (5.2) 
-.t 
.I-’ + 3R’ + J, B A’(& b, c; x) Li.Y = Q(X’ +70 log” X), (5.3) 
. I 
where g, = l/(u + h + c) if c < u + h and g, = 1/(2u + Z/I) if c > u + h; A = 1 
if c = CI + h and A = 0 otherwise. In fact, Theorem 1 yields only 
but x’ may be replaced by log’ .Y in the above estimate. Namely, using the 
elementary expression (see 19, Chap. 141) 
A(u, h;s)= - 1 (I)(? “II ““)+t)(s’ “l? ,‘/‘)I + O( I ). 
,,‘I ‘7 * \ 
the Fourier series for I/I(~), squaring, and integrating termwise we obtain 
the upper bound in (5.2). The proof uses similar ideas as the proof of the 
classical case u = b = I [9, Theorem 13.5) and the details are therefore 
omitted. For comparison, note that Kratzel [ 121 proved that d(r~, b; x) = 
R(.Y “‘20iz”‘) (thisissharpened tod(u,b:.y)=Q,~((.vlog.u)’ “““h)loglogs) 
by Schierwagen [IS] ), while in [ 131 Kratzel showed that id(~, b, c; s) = 
Q(Xl”2”+‘h) ) if c > 2u + 2b. 
We have already mentioned that when X- > 3 we may use (2.15) to obtain 
that /Il. = g/, holds. As an example of this situation we have 
A.7 h + ( p ’ A’(3, 3,6, 8;.~)~f.~=~(~‘~Iog~). (5.4) 
Here k = 4, a, = u2 = 3, uj = 6, a, = 8, r = 3, g, = A. In Theorem 3 we have 
A = 1, and (2.15) reduces to 
1 2 1 1 - - - 
in(1/2)+nr(3/4)+m(2/3)% 
(5.5) 
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From Chapter 8 of [9] we have m(i) 3 4, m(i) 3 g, WZ(+) 3 9.6187... . Thus 
(5.5 ) is easily verified and (5.4) follows. 
If g, is defined by ( 1.5) and A = A(a, a,,..., a,) is as in Theorem 3, then I 
conjecture that both 
s 
7 I 
IA,(gl,+it)l’nt=(D,+o(l)) T’log.’ T (T-+ co) (5.6) l- 
and 
.r, 
?*, 
A$a,, (I? ,..., u,;.u)Lh= (&+0(l)) X’+‘“” log.” X (X+ rx) (5.7) 
hold with some suitable D, = D(u,, Us,..., uk) > 0 and E, = 
E( LI, _ (I~,..., a,) > 0. For the time being both of these conjectures seem to be 
very difficult. 
Concerning possible generalizations of our results, let it be remarked 
here that the results remain valid if in (1.1) li = cc, provided that at most 
finitely many of the u,‘s are mutually equal. That is to say, the results 
remain valid if we consider the divisor problem associated with 
[“‘(h, s) p(hZS) (“‘(h,s)..., 1 </?,<&<!I,< ‘.., (5.8) 
where the h’s and q’s are given natural numbers. In this case one should 
appropriately modify the definition of the error term ~!(a,, Q?,..., II~; u) in 
( 1.1). The constant g, in (1.5) becomes then 
r- 1 
g = g(u, , uz,... ) = 
2(u, + .” +a,)’ 
if as before r 3 2 is the largest integer such that (r - 2) a, d u, + . ‘. + a, , 
holds. Then we can define 
A(s) = A(u,, u2 ,...; x) = 1 d(u,, u2 ,...; n) 
,a s Y 
- y+” ,%,;r,, { fi i(urJ,] x\.s-’ 
,= I r=l 
if the a,‘~ are distinct (and by passing to the appropriate limit if not), and 
accordingly we may define the numbers LX = ~(a,, u, ,...) and p = (a,, aI ,...) 
in (1.3) and (1.4). The results of our theorems remain valid then if g, is 
replaced by g, and A(u,, u2 ,..., a k; X) by A(x) given above. As an illustrative 
example take uj = j, k = crs (i.e., q, = 1 and h, = j in (5.8)). Then for Re s > 1 
we have 
i(s) [(2s) <(3s)-.. = c u(n) n s, 
,1 = 1 
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where a(n) is the familiar multiplicative function which denotes the number 
of nonisomorphic abelian groups with n elements. This function has been 
recently much investigated (see [2, 668, 11, 151). Here we have g = b. A = 1, 
and from our results it follows that 
s, 
k 
A’(x) dx = Q( x413 log X). (5.9) 
This omega result seems to be new. As its corollary one has 
A(x) = Q(X’~h log”’ X), which was stated by Balasubramanian and 
Ramachandra [2] to follow from a general result of theirs. In analogy with 
the conjectural (5.7), I also conjecture that 
s, 
.Y 
AZ(x) d-x = (ES o( 1)) X4P3 log X (X+a) 
holds for some absolute E > 0. The best known upper bound estimate for 
A(x) is 
A(X) @ P’ 3x’ log’5 x: 
due to Kolesnik [ 111. The exponent 97/381 = 0.2545931... is far from the 
lower bound CI 3 t, implied by (5.9). 
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